Interactions between the components in many-body systems can give rise to spontaneous formation of complex structures. Usually very little is known about the connection between the interactions and the resulting structure. Here we present a theory for self-assembling pattern formation in multi-component systems, formulated as an analytic technique that predicts morphologies directly from the interactions in an effective model. As a demonstration we apply the method to a model of alkanethiols on spherical gold particles, successfully predicting its morphologies and transitions as a function of the interaction parameters. This system is interesting because it has been suggested to provide an effective route to produce patchy colloids. Spontaneous pattern formation is a fascinating and common phenomenon in nature. The underlying mechanisms are typically nonlinear and therefore difficult to analyze analytically. Recently our understanding of pattern formation has increased significantly by applying group theory to classify different patterns and relate their appearance to the symmetries of the governing equations. Quantitative predictions of the transition between different patterns is however still typically outside the reach of analytic techniques, and can for example not be addressed with linear stability analysis. This is especially true in many-body systems with many different types of particles and interactions where relatively complex morphologies can emerge.
Interactions between the components in many-body systems can give rise to spontaneous formation of complex structures. Usually very little is known about the connection between the interactions and the resulting structure. Here we present a theory for self-assembling pattern formation in multi-component systems, formulated as an analytic technique that predicts morphologies directly from the interactions in an effective model. As a demonstration we apply the method to a model of alkanethiols on spherical gold particles, successfully predicting its morphologies and transitions as a function of the interaction parameters. This system is interesting because it has been suggested to provide an effective route to produce patchy colloids. Spontaneous pattern formation is a fascinating and common phenomenon in nature. The underlying mechanisms are typically nonlinear and therefore difficult to analyze analytically. Recently our understanding of pattern formation has increased significantly by applying group theory to classify different patterns and relate their appearance to the symmetries of the governing equations. Quantitative predictions of the transition between different patterns is however still typically outside the reach of analytic techniques, and can for example not be addressed with linear stability analysis. This is especially true in many-body systems with many different types of particles and interactions where relatively complex morphologies can emerge.
An example of such a system is nanoparticles coated with mixtures of ligands that phase separate; these display various morphologies depending on the properties of ligands and nanoparticles [1] . Here spontaneous pattern formation offers an interesting route to fabrication of patchy colloids, particles with patches on their surfaces resulting in anisotropic interactions. Patchy colloids have received much interest as model systems for studying rheology, gel-arrest, and self-assembly in protein and polymer systems [2, 3] . They can also be used as potential building blocks for directed self-assembly of colloidal particles themselves in pursuit of new meta materials [4] [5] [6] . Motivated by this a number of recent numerical studies have started to map out the morphologies expected to self-assemble in binary [7] , ternary [8] , and quaternary [9] mixtures on spheres. However, both prediction and characterization of the morphologies appearing in these systems are difficult. The nature of the patterns formed in experiments has for example been subject to an extensive debate [1, 10, 11] .
In this Letter we present theory for predicting pattern formation through self-assembly in multi-component systems, via effective interaction potentials. From the interactions we can determine the features that define the patterns, such as the type of morphology and its characteristic wavelength(s). This also allows us to analytically predict transition points, defined as abrupt changes in the morphologies caused by variations of the interaction parameters. To verify the theory we apply it to a model of alkanethiol-on-gold systems with effective isotropic interactions and compare predicted morphologies with states obtained from Monte Carlo simulations.
Alkanethiol-on-gold patchy colloids are examples of a class of systems where metal nanoparticles are covered by self-assembled monolayers formed by mixtures of thiol surfactants. The alkanethiols bind semicovalently to the surface of a gold nanoparticle via their thiol head groups and are chosen to have different end groups, causing them to be immiscible and thus to prefer to segregate by type. However, attractive entropic forces arise from an increase in available free volume for ligands with shorter or less bulky neighbors [7] . The competition between these effects gives a degree of mixing, in two-component systems resulting in the formation of stripes, depending on the length of the chains and strength of the interactions [1] . If more than two types of thiol surfactants are mixed, a wealth of different morphologies can appear [8, 9] .
We study a minimalistic model of the same system using isotropic point particles to represent the alkanethiols. It can be viewed as a simplified version of some effective potential obtained by integrating over the internal degrees of freedom of the molecules [12] . The following briefly describes the model, which we here take as given. In a forthcoming paper [13] , we will give a detailed motivation and show that when we perform Monte Carlo annealing for a wide range of parameters the model turns out to capture most morphologies and transitions of the original system. It will thus serve as a useful test case for our theory.
We consider K particle types, α ∈ {1, . . . , K}, to which we assign length parameters L α (to be viewed as abstractions of the lengths of the alkanethiols). We posit particles of the same type to simply interact via a hard-core potential with a diameter σ 0 ,
while the potential between particles of different types is taken to be
This includes a short-ranged soft shoulder potential to achieve immiscibility and a square-well potential representing the entropic attraction from the alkanethiol length mismatch. We now formulate a theory that allows us to study the pattern formation in systems described by an effective Hamiltonian with isotropic interactions (such as the alkanethiol model just described). In this method the original system is approximated with a model with relaxed constraints. The approximate model can be solved analytically and the solutions then used in combination with the original constraints to predict the pattern formation in the full system.
Consider a generic Hamiltonian with K different particle types, interacting with different isotropic pairwise interactions. We describe this with a Potts-like model [14] on a lattice, where each lattice site i ∈ {1, . . . , N } is occupied by a particle of type α ∈ {1, ..., K} [15] . The state can then be described by a N × K matrix Π iα , which in our setting also can be viewed as a vector with two indices. The elements are 0 or 1 depending on whether a particle of type α is present at site i. We express the Hamiltonian in terms of Π iα as
where the interactions between a particle of type α at site i with one of type β at site j is described by the potential
To allow analytic treatment we approximate the discrete model with a generalization of the spherical model (cf. the procedure in [16] ), where the discrete elements of Π iα are replaced by continuous variables combined with a global constraint iα |Π iα | 2 = N . In this relaxed formulation the ground states can be found analytically through a direct diagonalization of the interaction matrix.
The diagonalization involves two steps. First we note that all interaction matrices (V 
The interactions can be written as a matrix with K × K blocks. We independently diagonalize each block and construct the smaller K × K matrices Λ l from the resulting eigenvalues. K is the number of particle types and N the number of particles.
operator [16, 17] . On surfaces of spheres, these are spherical harmonics Y m l (θ, φ) (Fig. 1a) . By rotational symmetry, the energy is independent of m and we thus drop this index when possible.
Let Λ l αβ denote the eigenvalue of V αβ corresponding to the spherical harmonics Y m l (θ, φ) and for each l form the (symmetric) K × K-matrix Λ l αβ (see Fig. 2 ). We can then write the original Hamiltonian (2) as
where the original variables Π iα are now rotated into a set of K-dimensional vectors v l,m . The last step consists of diagonalizing these Λ-matrices independently. This gives K eigenvalues for each l. The collection of all these eigenvalues forms the energy spectrum {E l,k } l,k (see Figs. 3 and 4) , a spectrum with K branches (k ∈ {1, . . . , K}) [19] . The ground state energy E lmin,kmin of the Hamiltonian (2) can now be found as the minimum of this spectrum, at some l min and some branch k min .
The diagonalization of each Λ-matrix also gives K eigenvectors a l,k . To construct the ground state of the approximate model we use the eigenvector corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue in the spectrum as the amplitude of the spherical harmonic, constructing the state Π = (a lmin,kmin ) 1 · Y lmin , . . . , (a lmin,kmin ) K · Y lmin , i.e., each column of the state matrix Π is a spherical harmonic with orbital number l min and amplitude given by the corresponding element of a lmin,kmin (see Fig. 1b for an example with two l:s).
This construction gives analytical solutions to the continuous model. To produce predictions for particle systems these solutions must be re-interpreted in the context of the original model. With two particle types this interpretation is straightforward, involving only a rounding of the continuous variables of a single state to discrete values [16] . In the cases we are now considering, with several particle types, the mapping is done on combinations on states and choosing these requires more detailed attention.
First, for an eigenvector to be physical it must describe a separation of the particle types into two groups with opposing phase, i.e., the amplitudes a l,k cannot all have the same sign since such solutions cannot be instantiated in the particle model. Thus, to predict particle states we must exclude these unphysical solutions (in Figs. 3 and  4 we draw the corresponding branches in light gray).
Second, if we consider a particle model where the stoichiometry is fixed, this must be taken into account. For example, the global minimum of the spectra might prescribe a state with alternating stripes of red and yellow particles (as in Fig. 3c ), but if we want to predict the ground state of a system with three particle types in equal proportions we must also include the lowest energy mode describing how the blue particles separates from the rest.
In general each physical branch represent a separation of the constituents into two groups. The complete pattern for a given stoichiometry is defined by a sufficient number of minima to describe how each particle type is separated from the others.
In summary, to predict the low-energy states of a multi-component particle model, we use the following procedure:
1. Construct the interaction potentials V αβ (r) between each pair of particle types α and β.
Take the spherical harmonics analogues of Fourier
transforms of the interaction potentials to obtain the pair-wise energy spectra Λ l αβ (Fig. 2) .
3. For each l, diagonalize Λ l , giving the full spectrum with its K branches together with their amplitudes and phases a l,k (Figs. 3 and 4) . 4 . Identify the minima of the spectrum's branches, excluding unphysical ones, and include enough of them to express the postulated stoichiometry.
5. Combine the spherical harmonics corresponding to these minima and map them to a prediction for the particle system (Fig. 1b-c) .
We will now demonstrate the theory on the alkanethiol model described above, in the special case of three particle types with equal stoichiometry. We will compare the theory's predictions with Monte Carlo simulations of the model [18] , and show how low-energy states can be predicted as well as transitions between them.
Consider first Fig. 3a . It shows the energy spectrum for the alkanethiol model for a certain set of parameters. The global energy minimum is attained by the black branch at l = 0 which describes a non-mixed state. However, this is not allowed by the stoichiometry and instead the mode at l = 1 has to be used, describing a large blue domain being in opposing phase to a red-yellow one. To find out what happens within the red-yellow domain, we then look for 
, and L yellow = 8 (c). Breaking the degeneracy that causes the Cerberus particle (a) changes it into a striped Janus (b). A cross-over of the global minimum changes the morphology to a spotted Janus (c).
the minimizing point where eigenvector a l,i corresponds to red and yellow being in opposing phases. This is found at l = 5, prescribing red and yellow stripes with a wavelength allowing for approximately three stripes of each type. The prediction is thus of a Janus particle decorated with stripes on one side. Performing Monte Carlo annealing shows that the low energy states of the particle model indeed has a blue domain and a red-yellow striped one with the indicated wavelength, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3a .
Consider now the whole of Fig. 3 . It shows a transition from this striped Janus particle to a particle with alternating stripes. To understand this from the spectra, consider first Fig. 3a . The blue domain, giving the particle its Janus base pattern, comes from the minimum being dominated by a blue mode. When ǫ is increased, the amplitude of the blue mode decreases (Fig. 3b) , which corresponds to a relative weakening of the phase separation of the blue particles. Ultimately, the mode flips (Fig.  3c ) to all states being in phase, causing this branch to become unphysical. The global minimum among physical branches thus becomes l = 5 and the lowest point involving the blue particles are now instead at l = 9, in combination describing a base pattern that is red-yellow stripes decorated with blue stripes of double frequency. Similar transitions can be found when the relative length parameters (L α ) are varied. Fig. 4a-b shows the transition from a Cerberus to a striped Janus particle. In the first spectrum (Fig. 4a ) the minimum is close to degenerate, with all branches minimized at l = 0 due to the small differences in length parameters. This causes all particle types to phase separate into distinct regions. As the length differences between the shortest and the longer alkanethiols are increased (Fig. 4b) , this degeneracy is lifted and the minimum of the red-yellow branch moves inwards. This causes those particles to partially mix, again creating a striped Janus particle.
Increasing the lengths further causes a transition to a spotted Janus particle (Fig. 4b-c) . As discussed above, the striped Janus comes from the global minimum being dominated by a large blue region. Here, as the lengths of the longer alkanethiols are increased, the relative energies of the two minima change until the red-yellow branch falls below the one giving the blue domain. Additionally, the amplitude of the red mode increases. This results in a pattern that is dominated by red spots (stripes if more red particles were available). The former global minimum then describe the (continued) phase separation of the blue from the yellow particles, giving a spotted Janus particle. Note the difference between the striped Janus, where the base pattern was Janus and the stripes a decoration, and this spotted Janus particle where the spots are primary and the Janus domains secondary.
In summary, we have presented a method for predicting the morphologies that self-assemble in general multicomponent systems. We applied this method to a model of alkanethiol-on-gold systems and successfully predict its states and transitions. We see three types of changes in morphologies: changes in the characteristic wavelength of the patterns due to smooth changes in the wavelength of the global minimum; abrupt changes in the morphologies due to destabilization of the global minimum (modes becoming unphysical); and abrupt changes in morphologies due to change of which local minimum is the global minimum.
The analytic method presented here can be used to design interactions that lead to self-assembly of specified geometries of patches and stripes. These patterns can be designed to promote the formation of target structures, e.g., four patches with tetrahedral configuration to get a diamond lattice, or a stripe at an angle from the pole to assemble polyhedra with a given number of faces. Preliminary results show that both these and other functional patterns are obtainable in the alkanethiol model and may therefore be realizable in experimental systems.
Many studies of patchy colloids concerns anisotropic particles rather than spherical. For example, in practice it may be easier to design a desired surface morphology by altering the shape of the colloidal particle than by fine tuning the interactions between the components in the surface coating. The particle shape has indeed been the focus of many both simulation based [20] [21] [22] and exper-imental [23] [24] [25] studies of entropy driven self-assembly, but adding surface coating to mitigate interactions between the particles gives new possibilities to control the assembly process. It has been shown that such interactions can be much stronger between anisotropic particles than spherical ones [26, 27] . The theory we present is not limited to spheres but can also be applied to more complicated geometries. The more general form would be expressed in terms of eigenfunctions of the LaplaceBeltrami operator on curved surfaces, or in the case of polyhedra we would use the generalized operators for discrete differential geometry. This is an interesting direction for further investigations.
